Bhausaheb Mulak Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Nandanwan, Nagpur
Department of Shalakyatantra

CAMP REPORT

Bhausaheb Mulak Ayurved Mahavidyalya celebrated Azadi Ka Amrutmahatsav by arranging special camp by the department of Shalakyatantra.

The camp was organized by department especially for elderly patient related with refractive errors, cataract, Gulcoma & others. The camp was guided by Dr. Y.D. Kale, Prof & HOD of department of shalakyatantra. The camp was held on Saturday 15th Jan 2022. As per yearly schedule. The patients were thoroughly checked & Managed according to their oilments.

The camp was well organized as per covid-19 protocols with all precaution. Total 35 patients were checked, out of which 21 patients were diagnosed & refractive errors & 4 with cataract & others also were diagnosed with other minore diseases & All the patients were green treatment.

Doctors participated are as follows:-
1. Dr. Y.D. Kale (Prof & HOD)

Intern Doctors :-
-Rashmi Bhure
-Kumud Shahare
-Nilay Sawji
-Nikita Karwatkar
-Harish Raut

Sisters:-
-Jyotsana Raghuse

Attendent:-
-Lata Tumare
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